MaestroVision becomes a Milestone Solution
Partner
MaestroVision's VERAD integrates with Milestone XProtect® VMS for optimal
video evidence retrieval
FLORIDA - February 22, 2016. MaestroVision, a leading provider of advanced video solutions,
today announced the release of VERAD, Video Evidence Retrieval Archive and Distribution
System, for Milestone XProtect Software Suite.
VERAD is a comprehensive solution that compiles and manages all media content from
Milestone Video Management Software and retrieves relevant video clips creating key video
evidence.
At the core of VERAD is an application linking all available Milestone video data from
surveillance camera systems allowing access, import and conversion of all recorded video
without the loss of any associated metatags. By obtaining location, time and event-triggered
information, the solution will automatically retrieve key video and place it on a video timeline.
The created camera sequence follows the suspect from one camera to another
simultaneously.
The applications and advantages of this technology are endless; agencies can follow suspects in
public places, evaluate felons during interrogation, monitor activities of the incarcerated and
record suspect behavior during alcohol or drug testing. Retailers can use the system to identify
potential shoplifters or employee pilfering, casinos can scrutinize players suspected of
cheating, and municipalities can monitor activities at public events.
"This technology is a great opportunity for law enforcement agencies, retailers and government
bodies to increase the efficiency of video evidence and successfully conclude investigations, whilst
drastically reducing the time and resources invested," said Claude Turcotte, President and CEO of
MaestroVision.
About MaestroVision
Founded in 1998, MaestroVision is a leading provider of advanced video solutions targeting
Law Enforcement, Broadcast, Government, Educational and Business markets in the USA,
Canada and Mexico.
Our range of video solutions include: Police Interview Recording System, Law Enforcement
Video Library, Video Evidence Management Software, Council Meeting Recordings, Council
Live Webcast, Municipal Video Library, Broadcast Automation, Video Servers, Asset
Management Systems, Channel Dresser, Traffic Manager, Classroom Recording, Presentation
Capture and much more. For more information, visit maestrovision.com
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